TokenStars June Report:
Focusing on ACE portfolio
This June we were mostly focused on strengthening our ACE portfolio. Lots of work
was done and we want to share the most remarkable achievements in this field. We
are also proud of our results in the charity auction module, which benefit not only the
tokenholder community, but the unprotected parts of the society.
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2 Crypto charity auctions were held successfully
10 New players joined TokenStars scouting system
2 Voting activities have finished
Football contest in the Predictions module

Two crypto charity auctions were held successfully
In May we announced two charity auctions. In June token holders had the chance to
fight for the desirable lots. The 100% of received money was donated to charitable
organizations.
The first one was a pair of boots from Sergey Kornilenko, a Belarusian
professional football coach and a former player who played as a striker. The auction
supported the Khabensky charitable foundation. It organizes crowdfunding

and medical help for children with oncological and other hard diseases of the brain.
There were 9 bids in this auction and the winning one was $157.
Sergey Kornilenko: “...I scored many
important goals in them. I kept these
boots in memory of my career. I will be
very glad that they will still be useful —
not on the football field, but like a lot at
the auction.”

The second lot was from a Russian professional tennis player and 2018 Kremlin Cup
winner Daria Kasatkina. Daria decided to support the Zhivoy Foundation. They
help doctors, who fight coronavirus in distant points of Russia, by providing with
first-class protective equipment: suits, shields, gloves, shoe covers. There were 9 bids
in the auction and the winner proposed $106 for Daria’s Tecnifibre tennis racquet.
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Ten new players joined TokenStars scouting system
Sport life is reviving and tennis is not an exception. In June we submitted 10
applications from talented players from all over the world.

Highest ITF
career rank

Name

Country

Age

8

Darya Astakhova

Russia

18

107

Bohua Dong

China

18

191

Yassine Dlimi

Morocco

17

232

Nishant Dabas

India

16

283

Woodam Song

South Korea

16

303

Habib Stambouli

Tunisia

17

312

Isabela Alvarez Mercante

Brazil

17

322

Assil Boussayri

Morocco

18

325

Sarah Dev

India

16

332

Marino Jakic

Croatia

17

Two voting activities have finished
Two players among applicants have passed through voting procedure on our
platform. First, our tennis experts evaluated the basic skills and main techniques like
forehand, backhand, volleys, and footwork. Then our community had the chance to
support or not the players.
Darya Astakhova got both high and balanced scores from our experts with the
resulting score of 3.81/5. She was also approved by the community with 80% of
votes. Since that time we started to develop partnership terms with Darya to reach
the most beneficial results for both Darya and TokenStars.
Woodam Song got less homogeneous results and the final score of 2.25/5. He was
rejected by the community with the 73.1% votes against him. So for now we are not
ready to continue our collaboration.
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 Darya Astakhova expert evaluation

Woodam Song expert evaluation

Football contest in the Predictions module
In June our predictions contest again was dedicated to football. We had matches
from English Premier League, Italian Serie A, and Spanish La Liga. As always, the
top 100 contestants shared the prize fund of 2500 TEAM tokens, and the winner of
the predictions contest received 250 TEAM. Join @TokenStars_Predictions_bot on
Telegram to follow what is going to be next.
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